Does speech production in L2 require access to phonological representations?
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Abstract

Following the theory of direct realism [1, 2, 3], non-native (L2) speakers should be able to imitate a stimulus without requiring the access to L2 phonological representations. In line with theories of working memory [4, 5], however, they should encounter difficulties in imitating a stimulus with L2 phonological structure at the point once phonetic information decayed and therefore phonological representations are required. In order to test the validity of these claims, the current study investigates L2 speakers’ ability to imitate L2 segmental length contrasts in an immediate vs. delayed imitation paradigm. In the immediate imitation condition, participants should be able to make use of phonetic information taken from the acoustic echo of the stimulus. In the delayed imitation condition, however, phonological representations were required after the decay of phonetic information. The results show that L2 speakers’ performance differed from that of native (L1) speakers in the immediate imitation condition, suggesting that phonological representations had been already activated in the immediate condition. L2 speech production may inevitably require phonological representations. The claim made by the direct realist view was not supported in this study.
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1. Introduction

Producing L2 consonant length contrasts has been reported to be difficult for L2 speakers when their L1 does not bear such lexical contrasts [6, 7, 8, 9]. Kabak et al. showed that native-like timing of geminate consonants was difficult to produce, even for advanced German learners of Italian who had considerable exposure to Italian [6]. They found significant differences in the geminate-singleton duration ratios of nonsense word minimal pairs across groups (non-learners < advanced learners < Italian L1 speakers). Also, Han showed that the timing control of L2 geminate and single stop consonants was challenging, even for advanced L2 American English learners of Japanese [7]. While L1 speakers distinguished between geminate and single stops by controlling the closure durations in a mean ratio of 2.8:1.0 (ranging from 2.5 to 3.2:1.0), L2 learners pronounced the same tokens in a diverse and random manner (mean = 2.0:1.0, ranging from 0.9 to 4.0:1.0). Such difficulties found in previous production studies are normally explained by the fact that appropriate L2 phonological contrasts were lacking in the L2 speakers’ mental representations.

The current study examines whether L2 speakers are able to produce L2 segmental length contrasts in an imitation task when they do not necessarily require phonological representations. Using an immediate vs. delayed imitation paradigm [10], German L2 learners of Japanese, German non-learners and Japanese L1 speakers were tested in their imitation accuracy of both consonant and vowel length contrasts, the latter serving as a reference because only the former are not lexical in German.

The direct realist theory [1, 2, 3] argues for a perspective wherein speech perception and production are closely linked. It claims that a listener directly apprehends the perceptual object and does not solely apprehend representative or abstract features from which the object must be inferred [11]. According to the theory, speech production is driven by reflexive phonetic gestures that are mediated automatically in speech perception without requiring access to the speakers’ phonological representations. If this account is valid, the lack of L2 phonological representations should not impede sound imitation with an L2 phonological structure, and L2 speakers’ imitation accuracy should not differ from that of L1 speakers in either the immediate or delayed imitation conditions.

Following the theory of working memory [4, 5], the acoustic echo of stimulus words is still available and participants should be able to use it to execute a phonetic plan [12, 13]. In the delayed imitation condition, continuous interactions occur between working memory and long-term memory to maintain and refresh the phonetic information of the stimulus through inner speech or rehearsal the acoustic information while waiting to speak. Each time an echo that is held in working memory is communicated to long-term memory, the feedback loop forces a subsequent echo toward the central tendency of the stored category. In this way, feedback from long-term memory progressively assimilates the L2 stimulus towards the L1 categories if the L2 category is not yet very robust [14, 15]. Idiosyncratic details of the original imitation stimulus will be attenuated in the eventual echo used for output [10]. After several seconds [16, 10], the echo in working-memory will be the L1 mental category prototype and no longer what was initially perceived. Therefore, imitation accuracy of L2 speakers should decline in the delayed imitation.

A frequently cited study implementing this immediate vs. delayed imitation paradigm is Goldinger’s work [10]. The duration of the delay was 4000 ms. In the current experiment, however, the duration was set to 2500 ms to keep the experiment short enough that participants would not lose their concentration or motivation, while at the same time ensuring that processing taps into the phonological level after phonetic information decays (= 2000 ms, [17, 16]). To our knowledge, there are no other theoretical arguments that call for 4000 ms instead of 2500 ms.

In the previously published authors’ work [18] an AX-task was conducted with short and long inter-stimulus intervals (= ISIs, 300 ms vs. 2500 ms), in which the same German participants as in the current imitation study had to discriminate the same Japanese (L2) consonant length contrast stimuli. There-
fore, the duration of the imitation delay in the current study corresponds to the duration of long ISIs in the previous work. This experimental paradigm allowed for comparison of the results of the perception and production experiments while also localising possible sources of foreign accents in L2 perception, mental representations and production.

Further, in order to ensure that L2 speakers could rely solely on the acoustic echo of the stimuli without having any difficulties in articulation, the following aspects were considered: First, the investigation on segmental length contrasts excluded difficulties related to articulatory or motor processes [19, 20, 21, 22]. Languages vary in their phonetic settings [19, 23, 24, 21], i.e. how to configure the vocal apparatus (such as lip, tongue, jaw) for language-specific habits. L2 learners may have difficulties producing L2 prosodic contrasts because they may not be able to coordinate the vocal apparatus in the way required to produce the L2 contrast. However, difficulties relating to the phonetic setting should not be relevant for producing segmental length contrasts, as the realisation of segmental length contrasts does not require different coordination of the articulatory apparatus for short and long segments. Second, the stimuli only contained sounds that are easy to produce for both Japanese and German speakers to exclude difficulties in that area. Using the simplest imitation task, tracing back to the basis of speech production was the goal of the study.

Accuracy of imitation was defined as how similar the productions were with respect to the stimulus words. More precisely, duration ratios of the critical consonants of the stimuli were subtracted from those of the participants’ productions. Duration ratios between singleton and geminate consonants have been extensively analysed in previous studies [25, 26, 27], and are claimed to be the major acoustic correlate and perceptual cue for the distinction between single/geminate consonants in Japanese.

2. Experiment

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants

Twenty-four Japanese L1 speakers (10 male, 20-31 years), 24 L1 German speakers who were not learning Japanese (≠ non-learners, 8 male, 19-30 years) and 48 L2 German learners of Japanese (30 male, 20-34 years) took part in this study after the perception experiments conducted by the author [18]. They were all unaware of the purpose of the experiment, and none of the learners had prior training in Japanese phonology.

2.1.2. Materials

Twenty-one disyllabic triplets of pseudo-words, which differed segmentally only in the length of the first vowel or in the length of the second consonant (e.g., [punu], [punu], [punu]), were created. Prior to the experiment, they were evaluated in a pretest with Japanese and German L1 listeners (different from those of the main experiment) to select only stimuli that did not activate a word via phonological analogy. Participants were presented with one stimulus at a time and were required to write down the first word that came to mind. Responses from 24 Japanese and 24 German L1 listeners were analysed separately. The six non-word triplets with the lowest association strengths were all unaware of the purpose of the experiment, and none of the participants.

2.1.3. Procedure

Since the sex of the speaker of recorded experimental stimuli does not seem to influence imitation performance [32], the recordings produced by the female speaker were used for both male and female participants. The female voice was dropped by 4 semitones while that of the falling pitch condition was 13.0 semitones, ranging between 10.5 and 16.4 semitones.

Figure 1: F0 track of geminate stimuli ([punu]) in the flat and falling pitch conditions. F0 range is between 100 and 350 Hz.

To verify the durational differences of the stimuli, the durations of the short and long consonants and vowels were analysed. A linear mixed effects regression (LMER) model with the vowel or consonant duration as dependent measure and pitch (flat vs. falling) and segmental length condition (short vs. long vowel or consonant) as fixed factors and phon as a random factor including random slopes for the fixed factors [28, 29] showed a significant interaction between pitch and segmental length condition for vowel length contrasts (p < 0.01) but not for consonant length contrasts (p > 0.1). Therefore, as a second step, the durations in the flat and falling pitch conditions were analysed separately for vowel length contrasts. Results of paired t-tests showed that, on average, long vowels in the flat pitch condition were 3.3 times longer than short vowels (t(5) = 20.0, p < 0.001), and those in the falling pitch condition were 3.0 times longer (t(5) = 28.1, p < 0.001). For consonant length contrasts, the durations in the flat and falling pitch conditions were analysed together. Paired t-test results showed that geminates were on average 3.2 times longer than singleton consonants (t(10) = 25, p < 0.001). These duration measurements ensured that the acoustic criteria for the length distinction in vowels and consonants were met (the ratio for Japanese vowels was approximately 3.2:1, [30] and for consonants 3.2:1 [8, 31]).

Since the sex of the speaker of recorded experimental stimuli does not seem to influence imitation performance [32], the recordings produced by the female speaker were used for both male and female participants. The female voice was dropped by 4 semitones while that of the falling pitch condition was 13.0 semitones, ranging between 10.5 and 16.4 semitones.
the same reference phon (e.g. *panu*, *gunu*) and at least 2 trials between the stimuli of the same segmental length condition. In this way, similar stimuli were presented separately with a certain distance between them. The experiment was programmed and presented using Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems). Auditory stimuli were presented via headphones (Sony MDR-CD570).

All participants took part in the immediate imitation task first and then in the delayed imitation task. Before each task, participants were given a written instruction of the experiment and the procedure. They were instructed to imitate stimuli as correctly as possible after a cross appeared on the screen. The aim of the study was not communicated to the participants. All written instructions were given in English in the same way for all three participants groups. Both the immediate and delayed imitation tasks began with the same 10 training trials that were not used as experimental items. After training, there was a pause (1 minute) before the main experimental task. Each trial began with a sinusoid beep of 44100 Hz (500 ms) followed by 500 ms of silence. After this start signal, the auditory stimulus was presented. In the immediate imitation condition, a cross was shown at the offset of the stimulus. In the delayed imitation condition, it was shown 2500 ms after the offset of the stimulus. Participants were then given a maximum of 2500 ms to imitate before timeout. The intertrial-interval after the timeout was 1000 ms. No feedback was provided during the experiment. Participants’ responses were recorded using a portable digital speech recorder (M-Audio Micro Track II Digital-Recorder) via a microphone with a 41kHz sampling rate and 16 bit stereo format.

2.1.4. F0 extraction and segmental annotation

In total, 6912 data points were recorded (96 participants x 72 trials). Segmental boundary annotation was carried out on the recorded raw data using Praat, applying standard segmentation criteria [33]. Five segmental boundaries were considered: | C | V | C | V | | C | V | | C | V | and | C | V | | C | V |.

2.2. Results

From the raw durations, normalised relative ratios of short-long consonants were calculated in the following manner: First, the relative durations (with respect to total durations) of a long consonant were divided by those of a short consonant (= ratios of long-short consonant). Then, the ratios of the stimuli were subtracted from those of the participants’ productions. In the same way, normalised relative ratios of short-long vowels were calculated. The value 0 indicates a ratio that was the same as that of the stimuli. Positive values indicate that the ratios of the productions were larger than those of the stimuli. There were 4608 ratios in the analysis.

In the following analyses, statistical results from LMER models are reported and descriptive mean values and 95% CI error bars are shown in plots as a complementary visual data analysis [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39].

The LMER-analysis on the normalised consonant ratios showed a significant main effect of *language group* (the ratios produced by the learners were smaller than those produced by the Japanese, $\beta = -0.42$, SE = $0.05$, $t = -8.7$, $p < 0.001$; the ratios produced by the non-learners were smaller than those produced by the Japanese, $\beta = -0.58$, SE = $0.06$, $t = -10.6$, $p < 0.001$, the ratios produced by the non-learners were smaller than those produced by the learners, $\beta = -0.17$, SE = $0.05$, $t = -3.5$, $p < 0.001$). Moreover, there was an interaction between *language group* and *pitch* (the difference between the ratios produced by the learners and by the Japanese became smaller in the falling pitch condition when compared to the flat pitch condition, $\beta = -0.21$, SE = $0.04$, $t = -5.0$, $p < 0.001$; and that between the ratios produced by the non-learners and by the Japanese, $\beta = -0.22$, SE = $0.05$, $t = -4.4$, $p < 0.001$; no interaction between the learners and the non-learners, $p = 0.9$).

The LMER-analysis on the normalised vowel ratios showed a significant main effect of *language group* (the ratios produced by the non-learners were larger than those produced by the Japanese, $\beta = 0.17$, SE = $0.08$, $t = 2.2$, $p < 0.03$; the ratios produced by the learners tended to be larger than those produced by the Japanese, $\beta = 0.12$, SE = $0.06$, $t = 1.8$, $p = 0.08$; the two German groups did not differ from each other, $p = 0.4$). Moreover, there was an interaction between *language group* and *pitch* (the difference between the ratios produced by the learners and by the Japanese became much larger in the falling pitch condition than in the flat pitch condition, $\beta = 0.17$, SE = $0.05$, $t = 3.5$, $p < 0.001$; and this was also true for the ratios produced by the non-learners and by the Japanese, $\beta = 0.13$, SE = $0.06$, $t = 2.3$, $p < 0.03$; however, no interaction was found between the learners and non-learners, $p = 0.5$).

![Figure 2](image-url) **Figure 2**: Mean normalised consonant ratios and 95% CI bars in the flat pitch condition (left) and in the falling pitch condition (right) for each language group and imitation condition.

Figures 2 and 3 show that the ratios produced by the Japanese speakers did not differ from those of the stimuli in any condition. As for the consonant duration ratios, those produced by the learners were smaller than those of the stimuli, and those produced by the non-learners were much smaller overall. This was true in both pitch conditions. The ratios produced by the learners and the non-learners differed from one another. In the falling pitch condition, the differences between the stimuli and the productions of learners and non-learners became smaller compared to the Japanese group. As for the vowel duration ratios, the ratios produced by the Japanese did not differ from those of the stimuli in the flat or falling pitch condition. The ratios produced by learners and non-learners were larger than those of the stimuli in both pitch conditions. The ratios of the non-learners were larger than those of the learners in the immediate imitation and flat pitch conditions. The two groups did not differ from one another in any other way. In the falling pitch conditions, the ratios produced by the learners and non-learners were much larger than those produced by the Japanese.
condition, differences between the stimuli and the productions of the learners and the non-learners became greater compared to the Japanese group.

3. Discussion

The analysis of duration ratios showed that Japanese speakers produced the same duration ratios as those of the stimuli regardless of the type of contrasts (vowel or consonant duration ratios) and regardless of pitch and imitation conditions, thus acting as a suitable reference group. As for the L2 speakers’ productions, the learners’ consonant duration ratios were smaller than those of the stimuli and the non-learners’ ratios were even smaller. The learners’ performance was in this sense better than that of non-learners. This result can be regarded as a positive effect of exposure to the L2. Interestingly, there was no effect of imitation condition, suggesting that it was difficult for the German participants to produce the L2 segmental length contrasts even in the immediate imitation task. Contrary to consonant duration ratios, learners and non-learners produced larger vowel duration ratios than those of the stimuli in both pitch conditions and imitation conditions. The L2 speakers may have exaggerated the contrasts that were familiar in their L1. This was all the more true when non-learners imitated the stimuli in the easiest task condition (i.e., in the immediate imitation and flat pitch conditions).

The data in this study do not support the claim made by the direct realist view that an immediate imitation is driven by reflexive phonetic gestures that are mediated automatically in speech perception without requiring access to the speaker’s phonological representations, because performance by the L1 and L2 speakers already differed in the immediate imitation condition. The phonetic details of the stimuli that were still available in the immediate imitation condition were not advantageous to L2 speakers. In order to explain this finding, it is plausible to claim that L1 phonological representations might have been activated already in the immediate imitation condition independently of the necessity of their activation. This claim is supported by studies that show that auditory information may directly co-activate L1 phonological representations [40, 41]. Another piece of evidence that supports this claim is also found in my previous work [18], in which reaction times in discrimination tasks were longer for learners than non-learners. This difference was observed regardless of ISI condition. This finding can be regarded as evidence that the learners established L2 phonological representations and competed with L1 representations. They thus needed more time to select either L1 or L2 phonological representations, while non-learners did not experience that selection difficulty. Importantly, this happened in the short ISI condition, in which the activation of phonological representations were not required.

In my previous investigation [18], native-like discrimination ability by learners and non-learners was found only in the short ISI and flat pitch conditions, in which the task demands were lowest. Once the ISI became longer, non-learners’ discrimination ability decreased and differed from that of L1 listeners. The result in the perception experiment [18] therefore suggests that L2 listeners had difficulties in speech perception once processing required more phonological representations. In both my previous investigation and the current study, Japanese L1 listeners discriminated and imitated segmental length contrasts equally well in all experimental conditions, thus serving as an appropriate reference group. As for German learners’ and non-learners’ performance, despite their fairly good discrimination ability in the perception experiment, their imitation performance in terms of the duration ratios of vowel and consonant length contrasts differed from the ratios of the stimuli and those by the Japanese L1 speakers in the immediate imitation and flat pitch condition (again when the task demands were lowest). While L2 speakers could discriminate L2 segmental length contrasts under the lowest task demands, they failed to produce the contrasts under the comparable experimental situation (in the immediate imitation and flat pitch conditions). This finding suggests that the acoustic correlates of the contrasts were not sufficient for successful imitation of the contrasts, but speech production may have inevitably required phonological representations. Taken together, the findings suggest that L2 speakers’ difficulties in processing of L2 prosodic contrasts relate to their mental representation stage.

4. Conclusion

Using the immediate vs. delayed imitation paradigm, the study investigated whether L2 speakers were able to imitate stimuli that contrasted in segmental length in an immediate and delayed imitation task. The findings show reduced temporal contrasts even in immediate imitation, which suggests that L2 speakers could not directly reproduce the original stimuli. We argue that it is participants’ stored mental representations of consonant length that affected their L2 imitation success. Together with my previous work [18], L2 speakers’ difficulties in processing L2 segmental length contrasts were shown to relate to their mental representation stage in both L2 perception and production.
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